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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A current roadblock in the investing space is the lack of a consolidated platform for stock sentiment
analysis, which is a nascent field with increasing relevance. TradeWiz is a sentiment analysis platform
for stock trading with a vision of becoming the go-to source for understanding market sentiment and
providing unique insight for event-driven trading. Keeping up with market trends can be a manual and
time-consuming operation amidst a plethora of official and unofficial news sources, and it can be
extremely challenging to separate the signal from the noise. TradeWiz creates a dashboard that shows
sentiment for top stocks consolidated from sources like Twitter, Reddit, Bloomberg, etc. It isolates main
drivers of stock changes by noting which stocks have the most online activity and relevant trends. With
the increasing prevalence of sentiment-driven and event-driven trading, our platform will pave the way
for traders in this space and eventually pan out to be a fully-functioning recommendation engine as well.

VALUE PROPOSITION

Problem & Pain Points:
Lack of consolidation: Lack of a consolidated platform displaying sentiment analysis for financial
instruments such as stocks, options, bonds, etc. With a plethora of news sources ranging from official
news channels (WSJ, New York Times, etc.), company news channels (company news disclosure, etc.), to
unstructured public forums, there is often an overflow of information for investors.
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● Firstly, this makes keeping up with news a manual, tedious, and time-consuming operation;
Individuals and even institutions rely on manually reading the news and feeling the sentiment
rather than a rigorous analysis of sentiment

● Secondly, beyond the first-layer "scraping" of information, it is difficult to separate signal from
the noise.

Nascent field with increasing relevance: Traditional factor-based trading models lack incorporation of
sentiment-driven factors, which have increasing relevance in today's market.

● Quantitative-based trading strategies usually include sentiment as one of the tens and hundreds
of factors - we believe this fails to capitalize on tactical sentiment-driven trading opportunities.
Having done quantitative research for both small and big hedge funds, there are two trends we
see: (1) with an increasing prevalence of "meme stocks" and event-driven trading, we see a lot of
value in isolating sentiment out as a factor and making specific recommendations based on that,
which will be an enhancement beyond having a "factor all" model like most big funds. (2) smaller
funds are attempting to build in-house sentiment analysis tools, but find it hard to dedicate
enough resources to this front.

● Fundamental-based trading strategies usually exclude sentiment as a factor. Having personally
worked in a fundamental hedge fund, my boss and my day started with manually reading through
news and checking if anything blew up on Twitter, which could take up to two hours. As "meme
stocks" and sentiment-driven trading becomes more and more prevalent, we believe the lack of
automated sentiment analysis is not only tedious and detrimental (more time wasted on Twitter
when I could be crunching numbers and more prone to human error) to purely fundamental
strategies, but also a missed opportunity when there is high event-driven volatility.

Vision:
Become the go-to source for understanding market sentiment and provide unique insight for
event-driven trading.

Solution:
1. Extraction: Create a general dashboard that shows sentiment analysis for top stocks/options

consolidated from sources like Twitter, Reddit, Bloomberg, etc. Have individual pages
summarizing general sentiment keywords for every stock, show sentiment/price analysis and
predicted prices. Long term vision is to have a proprietary web-scraping algorithm that can crawl
and consolidate as many sentiment data from various sources.

2. Separating signal from noise: Identify key events that tend to be the main driver of the stock's
price changes. Identify "hot topics" that are happening related to a stock.

3. Modeling: Provide buy/sell recommendations based on sentiment analysis. We plan to focus
purely on single-stock event-driving trades, in particular, volatility trades. There tends to be a
problem of overfitting or lack of significance of sentiment as a factor for indices or when the
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stock is less volatile. We aim to provide best insights by focusing on time frames with a lot of
event-driven volatility.

4. Additional features: Community discussion boards for retail investors, which serves as a side
community feature for investors to chat. It allows retail investors to see what fellow individuals
are thinking, and for institutional investors to have a glimpse into what the broader market is
thinking.

ENGINEERING INNOVATION
Our technical differentiation comes in two folds - data extraction and cleaning, and our sentiment analysis
model.

1. Data extraction and cleaning: we dabbled into the tedious process of scraping unstructured data
from multiple sites ranging from Twitter to Reddit and reconstructing the data into readable,
quantifiable metrics.

2. Sentiment analysis: we tuned the Flair model and combined it with our own sentiment score
calculation, backtested against historical performance, to obtain a meaningful sentiment score.

CUSTOMER SEGMENT
We position ourselves as a B2C SaaS provider primarily (upon user research, we identified the biggest
need and willingness to pay for our solution in this segment), with a B2B segment for diversification and
also fulfilling their market needs.

1. Primary: Retail investors (Individuals), whose needs have been described above.
a. Upon user research, we discovered that retail investors have a bigger need of saving time

and aggregating news sources to understand the news sentiment over small institutional
investors. Retail investors want to understand news sentiment but have less skills or lack
the time and attention to fully understand the sentiment of sources, and as a result, find it
helpful to have a news aggregation and sentiment indication tool.

2. Secondary: Institutional investors (Businesses), whose needs have been described above
a. In particular, smaller funds (below $5B AUM) who have less resources to build a full

in-house solution
b. In particular, fundamental investors who rely heavily on manual operations in day-to-day

trading.
c. Long term customers include global investors who have been a bit slower than the US in

developing quantitative trading strategies.

Expansion Strategy
● Offer trial versions to smaller funds and convert to paying customers if they use more advanced

services or require more features
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MARKET RESEARCH

Big picture: Size and Growth
● Market size of public equity managers and fundamental funds: The global mutual fund assets

market size was valued at $54.93 trillion in 2019, and is projected to reach $101.2 trillion by
2027, growing at a CAGR of 11.3% from 2020 to 2027 (source). There are over 7.5K mutual
funds in the US, over 131K globally. Specifically, we target < $5B AUM public equity managers
and fundamental funds, which we estimate to be about 30% of the global fund management
market, which is a trillion dollar industry.

● Retail investors: About 145 million Americans i.e. 56% of American adults, own stocks
● Increasing prevalence of meme stocks / increasing prevalence of sentiment-driven trading:

There is an increasingly high positive correlation between meme stocks and overall market. When
meme stock jumped 10% or higher, S&P 500 rose on average 0.26% (source). Over 25% of US
investors said they purchased one or more viral stocks this year (source).

● Event-driven trading: Currently, event-driven assets command $590 billion, or 19% of the $3
trillion-plus total assets invested across the hedge fund industry, according to market research
firm eVestment.

Our survey

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/mutual-fund-assets-market-A06932
https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/investor/2021/08/09/meme-stocks-and-systematic-risk/
https://finmasters.com/the-rise-of-meme-stocks/#gref
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● Over 70% of people we surveyed indicated interest in trading
● Over 75% of people wanted an easier way to determine stock performance
● Of those we surveyed who buy/sell stocks, almost all use news, social media, and/or word of

mouth

STAKEHOLDERS
● Institutional investors (customers), discussed above
● Retail investors (customers), discussed above
● Regulators: so far, there is no regulatory concerns associated with our product and regulators

play a minior role in our current scope.
● News providers (and competitors): our take is that the myriad of news providers provide

diverse yet unstructured and messy sources that need consolidation. We serve as a third party
linkage between news providers and consumers, rather than a competitor.

COMPETITION
We see three main groups of competitors:
Direct Competitors

● StockGeist
○ https://www.stockgeist.ai/stock-sentiment-features/

https://www.stockgeist.ai/stock-sentiment-features/
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○ Process data from the latest social media posts and news updates of over 2200+ selected
companies

○ How we differentiate: their solution is only focused on following sentiment sources but
lacks further analysis of the signals; their target market is the retail investor, whereas we
primarily target small institutional investors.

● SocialSentiment.io
○ https://socialsentiment.io
○ AI analyzes social media to see if people are posting positive or negative things about the

companies you invest in.
○ How we differentiate: they only scrape social media sites Twitter and Reddit, but we will

gather information from a larger number of sources. We also provide a unique focus on
event-driven trading.

● BTIG
○ https://www.btig.com/products-services/institutional-sales-trading/event-driven-trading/
○ Event-driven trading - help clients capitalize on key market opportunities
○ Utilize expertise of traders and insights of analytics team
○ How we differentiate: utilize AI and algorithms rather than providing manually

formulated advice.
Platforms

● Bloomberg, Visible Alpha: These are raw investment information providers with a lack of
consolidation or analysis of information. We are trying to optimize, speed up, and provide
insights on raw news information aggregated from these sources.

In-House Solutions
● Hedge funds with in-house sentiment analysis capabilities. We aim to serve fundamental hedge

funds or quantitative hedge funds with limited in-house capabilities, along with retail investors,
rather than competing against mature, big quant firms.

TradeWiz SocialSentiment.io StockGeist Bloomberg

Only Social Media Sources ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Holistic News Sources ✓ ✖ ✓ ✓

Isolating important signals ✓ ✓ ✓ ✖

Algorithmic trading suggestions ✓ ✖ ✖ ✖

Event-driven trading focus ✓ ✖ ✖ ✖

https://socialsentiment.io
https://www.btig.com/products-services/institutional-sales-trading/event-driven-trading/
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COST & REVENUE MODEL
Revenue model

● Freemium model with subscription fee
● Separate accounts/prices for institutional versus retail investors
● Our competitors' plans are priced similarly with on average a free subscription tier, $20/month for

the basic subscription tier, and ~$100/month for the premium subscription tier.
● At this stage, we expect to start with a bigger pool of free users, and then convert these users to

paying users.
● We aim to convert free users to paying users by locking up certain advanced features (including

model features that give prediction estimates on correlation of news sentiment and stock
volatility) on the platform and limiting the number of stocks being tracked for free users.

● The go to market strategy, which will be reitereated in the user acquisition cost section, is to have
advertisements on social media platforms to attract individual / retail investors, and approaching
smaller investment firms through direct sales person to establish partnership.

Costs
Database Maintenance Cost

● AWS: expected storage = 0.5GB, at $0.12 / GB / month storage rate, we expect $0.69
Information Extraction Cost

● Twitter: free (currently), $100 / month expected (Twitter recently announced they may start
charging $100 / month for the Tweepy API)

● Bloomberg news = $40 / month
● Reddit: free

At this stage, in total, we expect ~$150/month of direct expenses (Cost of Sales).
Operating Costs

● User Acquisition Cost (aka Sales and Marketing Expenses): we are at a stage of rolling out our
product and moving towards beta testing so we expect 0 user acquisition cost currently. The
average customer acquisition cost for a small B2C SaaS company is $60-100; we estimate our
CAC moving forward to be ~$50 for each customer acquired.

● General and Administrative Expenses: currently, we have 0 G&A expenses. As we scale up, we
expect G&A to be maintained at ~10% of our Revenue.

● Research and Development Costs: currently, we are relying on our man power to conduct R&D
for free with 0 R&D expenses. Moving forward, we budget R&D to be maintained at ~20% of
our Revenue, higher than G&A as we place more emphasis on R&D.

The detailed Revenue and Cost projections are as follows:
● We expect a consistent positive Gross Profit and we expect the Operating Profit to break even

beyond 10 years realized upon better unit economics (lower customer acquisition cost),
exponential scaling of customers, and a better conversion rate of free users to paying users.
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IP
● Proprietary scraping algorithm
● Proprietary recommendation algorithm

ADDENDUM
Technical Setup

● Frontend: React, Parcel
● Backend: Flask, Vader, DynamoDB, Amazon S3
● Pre-trained sentiment analysis model: Flair (with NLP TextClassifier modules available for our

tuning and model selection)
● Twitter scraping: Tweepy module (a Python library for accessing the Twitter API, used for

scraping tweets)
● Reddit scraping: PRAW (Python Reddit API wrapper)
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Website Screenshots
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